Will admissions/entry standards rise if we receive polytechnic designation? (A)
What kind of fiscal resources would we need? (A)
What would nanotechnology involve? (research, emerging issues, new programs)
What is the alumni feedback?
What is timeline for polytechnic? (A)
Will being designated as a polytechnic make UW-Stout eligible for additional funding? (A)
What would the pilot programs be? (A)
How are minority hires monitored for emergency hires? (F)
How will polytechnic affect programs? (A)
Would you need to get rid of programs to become a polytechnic? (A)
Would you integrate polytechnic into all majors? (A)
How would you recruit incoming students to polytechnic who are looking for a 4 year degree? (A)
Will there be a large cost to market UW-Stout as a polytechnic? (A)
Will budget be taken away from other areas for polytechnic? (A)